Temperature and pressure dependence of the interfacial free energy against a hard surface in contact with water and decane.
Theoretical descriptions of molecular-scale solvation frequently invoke contributions proportional to the solvent exposed area, under the tacit expectation that those contributions are tied to a surface tension for macroscopic surfaces. Here we examine the application of revised scaled-particle theory (RSPT) to extrapolate molecular simulation results for the wetting of molecular-to-meso-scale repulsive solutes in liquid water and decane to determine the interfacial free energies of hard, flat surfaces. We show that the RSPT yields interfacial free energies at ambient pressures that are consistently greater than that obtained from the liquid-vapor surface tensions of water and decane by ∼4%. Nevertheless, the hard surface and liquid-vapor interfacial free energies are parallel over a broad temperature range at 1 bar indicating similar entropic contributions. With increasing pressure, the hard, flat interfacial free energies exhibit a maximum in the vicinity of ∼1000 bars. This non-monotonic behavior in both water and decane reflects solvent dewetting at low pressures, followed by wetting at higher pressures as the solvents are pushed onto the solute. By comparing the results of RSPT against classic scaled-particle theory (CSPT), we show that CSPT systematically predicts greater entropic penalties for interface formation and makes inconsistent predictions between the pressure dependence of the interfacial free energy and solvent contact density with the solute surface.